How to slay
a monster
by Beowulf

Weaponry
It is exceedingly important to have the most
brutal weapons if you are going to win this
monster slaughter. It is also important to
sharpen your vile weapons so that they don’t
come blunt and useless for this unpleasant
mission.
Swords
The swords capacity should be made of the
strongest steel made by the richest people of
the land, it should be sharpened daily to keep
the nice sharp point and it must be cleaned
after every slaughter and oiled to prevent
rusting.

Armour
Your armour should be the strongest
metal and sword prove so you don’t get
killed or if you want to be manly and
take the risk. You should keep it up in
a wardrobe locked up to prevent being
stolen.
Preparing for a battle
When preparing for a battle you will
need to do lots of exercise and say your
lovely goodbyes to your family and
friends in case the mission gets nasty.

Strategy
for your strategy it depends on your
personality on how you are going to
defeat it, but still make it a good one
and don’t forget to only wash or bathe
in blood to make your monster
attracted to your smell. When it comes
running at you get into attack
position and beat the horrible savage
up. BE EVERYONES HERO!

Beasts you may encounter
Beasts you may encounter may be
ugly or brutal but you will get
through that don’t worry. You may
come across the three eyed pig, six
headed bunny, the old sea hag, the one
eyed yeti and fluffy the 15,000
headed cow! They may sound scary
but you can still beat them and
become the hero you have always
wanted to be.

Taking care of yourself
If you are going to win this battle
you have got to be aware of any
danger lurking behind you or
watching you while you sleep.
Make sure you know what do if
another monster comes for you and
last of all you have got to rest your
cuts and wounds so you come back
fighting.

How to choose your battles and secure
your rewards
Your battles should be out of your pick
not another person’s so you know which
one is the best for you. Not all king and
queens like to give their money away and
don’t give you what you deserve so how to
make that happen and get the money you
will need to do these three simple things:No.1: defeat the monster
No.2: beg for the money
No.3: get the money
YOU’VE GOT THE MONEY!

Now if you follow these
simple steps you can
become a hero and be
everyone’s friend, they will
worship you for forever and
write stories about you!
So what are you waiting
for go get that monster!

